
The Slalom Awards are for paddlers looking to develop and progress their slalom techniques
and skills. So whether you’re starting your journey into Slalom racing or aiming to paddle in an
advanced environment, there’s something for everyone! 
 
The Slalom Awards are great milestones to track your progression and skill development in
training. 

The Slalom Explore Award gives you the
foundation slalom techniques and skills to start
your journey into this exciting sport. 
 
Developing your speed and agility to play on
white water rapids, learning to handle your boat,
with decision making skills, are just some of the
key skills you will develop and progress.  
     

This Award builds on your slalom techniques
and skills, giving you the ability to plan and
apply correct decision making skills
according to the environment.  
 
Developing our speed and agility to play on
powerful white water rapids, as well as
steering and controlling the boat including
upstream gate techniques and stagger gate
techniques.  

The Slalom Excel Award enables you to apply your
decision making skills in an advanced slalom
environment, delivering with conviction and speed,
whilst demonstrating the ability to adapt your plan
and take on appropriate opportunities in the
moment.  
 
Developing a comprehensive range of skills to
enable you to use techniques appropriate to the
environment and gate sequence, including
progressing your speed and agility to play on
powerful white water rapids and demonstrating the
capacity to associate different moves and explore
new boat, body and blade movements. 

Although not prerequisites, these awards
provide appropriate acknowledgement of
personal skills for paddlers wanting to attend
Coaching qualifications. Achieving these awards
ahead of the relevant qualification will enable
you to focus on the course content, rather than
being concerned with your personal skills. 
 
Slalom Explore Award: Kayak Coach (Sheltered
Water) or Canoe & Kayak Coach (Sheltered
Water) 
Slalom Perform Award: Slalom Coach 
Slalom Excel Award: Performance Slalom
Coach 
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